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About This Game

TYLER is a Puzzle/Arcade game in which you have to solve colorful flow-based puzzles by connecting in the right way all the
flows. Reach all the keys on each scheme and release Clarence, Tyler's puppy. You will have to solve more than 80 puzzles
through 16 different Worlds, destroying or avoiding obstacles such as Rocks, Barrels, Fire Particles, Ice Blocks, Bombs and

Shooting Cannons.

GADGETS and WEAPONS at hand!
You can use more than 15 different weapons and gadgets in order to help Tyler to complete the game. Try the TIMEWARP to
slow down the time and get precious seconds to destroy the obstacles, or fill a flow in one shot using the FILLER, or destroy

with one click all the bombs on the grid using the DETONATOR... But be carefull because all Gadgets need time to recharge...

Use the right weapon in order to destroy the obstacles. Weapons such as the MACHINEGUN, the FLAMETHROWER, the
FREEZER CANNON or the VACUUM CLEANER.

Many other gadgets are waiting to be tried!

Use the Grid Editor to create custom puzzles and challenge your friends in both 1vs1 or Cooperative Multiplayer Mode.
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Title: Tyler
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ILLUSIONETWORK
Publisher:
IndieGala
Release Date: 14 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 1.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 7600 GT / HD 2600

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: XBOX 360/ONE Controller strongly recommended

English
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Easy to play, hard to master ;)
Don't be deceived, because this game is really difficult to pass!
Full retro, brillant design and 'that' feeling while playing - BRAVO! :). I have high hopes for this. At its current point in
development, there's only 30-45 minutes worth of gameplay, but what I've seen so far has been wonderful. The graphic style is
beautifully simplistic, lending itself well to the noir aesthetics and atmosphere. The story is intriguing, although we've only
scratched the surface of it. The voice acting is great, and there's good chemistry between the characters. Gameplay is pretty
basic, though, and I'd definitely like to see a lot more challenge added to the investigative parts.

Of course, being early access, it has some quirky mechanics, but the environment interaction and physics engine aren't wonky or
counter-intuitive. They just need to be tweaked a bit.

My biggest concern is that the dev put this up for Early Access too soon. $5.00 isn't a lot of money, but there's very little game
content right now, and this is a single-dev project. As long as the dev keeps up with it, and is able to put out regular updates, I
can see this being successful. However, it runs the risk of being shelved and forgotten.

I'd like to see more for this, and I enjoyed what I've played, but I'd suggest people hold off on buying it until more content has
been released.. Paradox DLC is like a papercut. The more you purchase the more it hurts.. honnestly i wanted to like this game.
saddly i can not recommend it. you fight a computer who attacks way to fast and always from your behind. that part is not the
real problem here though. the real problem is that all the elements act the same way. they just move at diffrent speeds... thats it.
earth is slower air is faster. all the attacks are the same exsept the ults whitch are really cool but its not cool enough save this
game since computer can seemily attack and deffend at the same time with no problems. over all its not but not worth the
monny yet. ill keep my eye on it though. Nice and unique loco but I wouldn't recommend it for beginners because of it's unusal
controls and it's powerful diesel engine. I also had to spend some time to get used to the braking, shunting and speeding but later
it became my favourite eurpoean diesel. Too bad that there aren't many scenarios for this loco in the workshop.
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Too simple. Doesnt worth 19.99. Decently fun game to play if you done mind the occasnial bug such as exits not marked or
being able to get out of same maps, Rather perfect for listing to podcasts seeing as you dont really need to think and can mostly
play on autopilot. Wow! Just Wow. This is not your standard common all-garden wave shooter (infact there is a barely any
shooting). Not only is it visually stunning but game play is awesome! I like the magnet weapon the best but the amount of things
you can do with the various weapon combos is so much fun. It is definately authentic 'Steampunk' and the characters and story
are well thought out. I love the Doctor character he is very funny and very well portrayed!! The enemies range from scary to
downright hiliarious too. The Pub level is definately my favourite!!

This is already one of my favourte games!!

Very good price for what you get and I can't wait for more levels!!

Highly recommended.. The expansion isn't necessarily bad,it just seems overpriced and doesn't change much.If you get it get it
on sale.. what a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing joke. cant belive i bought a game just to fix it.... why in the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is the game even on steam if it doesnt even \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing work with the current
OS system out there... what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665?
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